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November 2021 

Dear Fellow Investors,  

The Partners Fund returned approximately -5% in the third quarter, bringing year to date returns to approximately 
+22% through September.  Please check your statements for actual returns as they vary by investment date and 
class.   

Given that a fund of funds invests in other funds, long-term returns are essentially driven by a combination of the 
quality of the managers selected, any assistance they receive or distractions they encounter along the way, and luck.  
While I do engage in one superstitious behavior designed to improve our luck (avoiding red clothing when the 
markets are open), focusing any actual attention on luck is a waste of time.  This leaves us with the quality of 
managers and our ability to provide support in ways we think have a good chance of improving returns.  Helping is 
not an easy task, in part because, for many managers, time is their most precious asset.  The difficulty is compounded 
by the diversity of styles, portfolios, and the fact that the managers in the Partners Fund are a collection of many of 
the best investors I know.  We are not trying to turn C players to A players, just trying to make A players 
incrementally better at their craft. 

The Partners Fund and the Royce Family recently hosted two dozen managers at the Ocean House, a beautiful hotel 
property on the Rhode Island coast.  We paid all expenses and provided a beautiful setting.  The only ask of the 
managers was that they come with a learning mindset and be willing to share an investment idea with the larger 
group.  For this event, I invited managers the Partners Fund is already invested in and who should be familiar to 
you.  We also included a selection of managers I respect and hope to invest in some day, such as David Capital’s 
Adam Patinkin, who has been a generous source of investment ideas and shaped my investment thoughts during the 
heights of the pandemic.  When investing the Partners Fund’s capital, one of my challenges is that there are simply 
more managers who both fit our criteria and are people I respect than we have capacity to invest in.  Even though a 
majority run relatively concentrated strategies, investing in all of them would lead to over-diversification, even if 
we had unlimited capital.   

The last time we convened a group of managers at a retreat, we brought in former professional poker player and 
decision science educator Annie Duke, the author of “Thinking in Bets: Making Smarter Decisions When You Don't 
Have All the Facts.”  As outcomes are largely driven by the quality of our decisions, even a modest improvement 
in collective decision-making, compounded over years, could have a substantially positive impact on returns.  This 
year’s gathering focused on improving the quality of information being used to reach decisions.  In particular, we 
focused on the arts of asking questions and listening, two skills managers use daily to inform their investments but 
are rarely discussed or dissected.  To lead these sessions, we worked with Will Oliver and Will Barnes, co-founders 
of In Practise, and journalist/author/speaker Cal Fussman. While conducting interviews with thousands of 
management teams, “the two Wills” of In Practise have gained tangible expertise on all facets of the process –
interview selection, preparation, types of questions, sequencing of questions, staging, pitfalls to avoid, etc. – all 
targeted at extracting useful insights to inform an investment thesis.  In contrast, Cal’s expertise was developed 
from a range of experiences outside of the investment field, including his decades as lead writer for Esquire 

https://inpractise.com/
https://www.calfussman.com/
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Magazine’s “What I've Learned” column, for which he has interviewed hundreds of the world’s most influential 
individuals, including Mikhail Gorbachev, Jack Welch, Robert De Niro, Barbara Walters, Bruce Springsteen, and 
Muhammad Ali.  

I am a hard grader on myself.  There is always room for improvement and this event was no exception, but I wish 
you could have been there.  We all came away having honed our question-asking approach to strategically get the 
information we’re really looking for and listening in a way that builds a story versus a collection of facts.  More 
importantly, relationships were formed and collaborations were fostered.  I believe we’re living in an investing 
world where qualitative insights are more valuable and actionable than quantitative insights.  Asking the right 
questions, listening, sharing, and collaborating form the path to building a richer mosaic of information.  I found 
myself sitting in a room full of fellow “stock nerds” having my conviction reaffirmed that the Partners Fund 
managers can generate attractive risk-adjusted returns over the medium- and long-term.  There are no guarantees, 
of course, but combining the investing talent in the room with an orientation of learning, sharing, and improving 
creates a winning hand in my book. 

As I have said at the end of every letter, our fund of funds is going to be different. It will be smaller, the underlying 
holdings will be more esoteric, and I hope the managers will continue to collaborate more over time. I believe that 
it will be “good different,” but only time will tell. Thank you for joining me on this journey. I will work hard to 
grow your family capital alongside mine.  

 
Sincerely,  
 

 
 
 

Scott Miller  
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Disclaimer: 

This document, which is being provided on a confidential basis, shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of any offer to 
buy which may only be made at the time a qualified offeree receives a confidential private placement memorandum (“PPM”), which 
contains important information (including investment objective, policies, risk factors, fees, tax implications and relevant 
qualifications), and only in those jurisdictions where permitted by law. In the case of any inconsistency between the descriptions or 
terms in this document and the PPM, the PPM shall control. These securities shall not be offered or sold in any jurisdiction in which 
such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful until the requirements of the laws of such jurisdiction have been satisfied. This 
document is not intended for public use or distribution. While all the information prepared in this document is believed to be accurate, 
Greenhaven Road Capital Partners Fund LP and MVM Funds LLC makes no express warranty as to the completeness or accuracy, 
nor can it accept responsibility for errors, appearing in the document. 

An investment in the fund/partnership is speculative and involves a high degree of risk. Opportunities for withdrawal/redemption and 
transferability of interests are restricted, so investors may not have access to capital when it is needed. There is no secondary market 
for the interests, and none is expected to develop. The portfolio is under the sole investment authority of the general partner/investment 
manager. A portion of the underlying trades executed may take place on non-U.S. exchanges. Leverage may be employed in the 
portfolio, which can make investment performance volatile. An investor should not make an investment, unless it is prepared to lose 
all or a substantial portion of its investment. The fees and expenses charged in connection with this investment may be higher than 
the fees and expenses of other investment alternatives and may offset profits. 

There is no guarantee that the investment objective will be achieved. Moreover, the past performance of the investment team should 
not be construed as an indicator of future performance. Any projections, market outlooks or estimates in this document are forward-
looking statements and are based upon certain assumptions. Other events which were not taken into account may occur and may 
significantly affect the returns or performance of the fund/partnership. Any projections, outlooks or assumptions should not be 
construed to be indicative of the actual events which will occur. 

The enclosed material is confidential and not to be reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part without the prior written consent 
of Greenhaven Road Capital Partners Fund LP and MVM Funds LLC. The information in this material is only current as of the date 
indicated and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons. Statements concerning financial market trends 
are based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate. Any statements of opinion constitute only current opinions of 
Greenhaven Road Capital Partners Fund LP and MVM Funds LLC, which are subject to change and which Greenhaven Road Capital 
Partners Fund LP and MVM Funds LLC do not undertake to update. Due to, among other things, the volatile nature of the markets, 
and an investment in the fund/partnership may only be suitable for certain investors. Parties should independently investigate any 
investment strategy or manager, and should consult with qualified investment, legal and tax professionals before making any 
investment. 

The fund/partnership is not registered under the investment company act of 1940, as amended, in reliance on an exemption thereunder. 
Interests in the fund/partnership have not been registered under the securities act of 1933, as amended, or the securities laws of any 
state and are being offered and sold in reliance on exemptions from the registration requirements of said act and laws. 


